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Abstract 

Idiopathic Pulmonary Fibrosis (IPF) is associated with serious morbidity and mortality. Airway epithelial cell injury is 
important in IPF pathogenesis. Injured lung epithelial cells are a source of inflammatory mediators such as TNF-α, IL-
1β, GM-CSF, TGFβ, and CXCL-8. Mesenchymal Stem Cells (MSCs) have many anti-inflammatory properties. The clinical 
efficacy of using mesenchymal stem cells for regenerative medicine is not dependent on the living cells but entirely on 
their paracrine release of growth factors (GFs) and Extracellular Vesicles (EVs). This a case report of a 74-year-old white 
male diagnosed with IPF. He had extreme SOB with even small amounts of exertion. CT scanning was consistent with 
IPF. He was treated with nebulized and IV XoFloTM, a bone marrow derived mesenchymal stem cell extracellular vesicle 
isolate acellular product. He experienced significant objective improvements with his IPF. His room O2 went from the 
high 70’s to the high 90’s with improved PFTs. 
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1. Introduction

Idiopathic pulmonary fibrosis (IPF) is a chronic, progressive Interstitial Lung Disease (ILD) of unknown cause in which 
patients experience worsening lung function resulting from progressive fibrosis. IPF is associated with high rates of 
morbidity and mortality [1]. Two pharmacological therapies (nintedanib and pirfenidone) have been shown to slow 
decline in lung function in patients with IPF [1-5]. The United States Food and Drug Administration and European 
Medicines Agency approvals of nintedanib, and pirfenidone changed the treatment paradigm in IPF and increased 
understanding of the underlying disease mechanisms [5]. Nintedanib, a tyrosine kinase inhibitor initially developed as 
an anti-tumor agent,[6] was noted to have activity against fibroblasts through inhibition of vascular endothelial growth 
factor (VEGF) and other profibrotic mediators such as Platelet-Derived Growth Factor (PDGF), Fibroblast Growth Factor 
(FGF), and Transforming Growth Factor (TGF)-β [7,8]. Pirfenidone is a novel compound with anti-inflammatory and 
anti-fibrotic properties [9,10]. 

Progressive pulmonary fibrosis is the hallmark of IPF, but this phenotype occurs in other interstitial lung diseases [ILDs] 
[11,12]. In general, treatment for these diseases involves off-label use of corticosteroids and immunosuppressive agents 
[12] Due to mechanistic similarities between IPF and progressive fibrosing ILD, nintedanib therapy is under 
investigation in systemic sclerosis-ILD (SSc-ILD) and in other progressive fibrosing ILDs [13]. 

Interleukin-13 (IL-13) is a T-helper type 2 (Th2) cell cytokine that promotes lung fibrogenesis in a number of 
experimental settings [14-16]. Targeting of IL-13 in pre-clinical studies therapeutically blocks aberrant lung remodeling 
and promotes repair [16]. Three monoclonal antibody (Mab) inhibitors of IL-13 are currently in phase II clinical trial 
development; lebrikizumab (Hoffmann-La Roche, Basel, Switzerland, NCT01872689), tralokinumab (MedImmune LLC, 
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Gaithersburg, MD, USA, NCT01629667), and SAR156597 (Sanofi, Paris, France, NCT02345070), the latter a bispecific 
monoclonal antibody against both IL-4 and IL-13. Data from these trials is awaited. 

Monocytes and macrophages have a key role in regulating tissue repair and fibrosis, and several molecular pathways 
regulating their activity are being investigated as potential treatments in IPF [17,18]. Pentraxin-2 (PTX-2), also known 
as serum amyloid P, is a circulating protein which binds to Fc-gamma receptors on monocytes and promotes epithelial 
healing [19]. Low circulating levels of PTX-2 have been found in IPF [20]. PRM-151 (Promedior, Lexington, MA, 
USA, NCT02550873) is a recombinant form of PTX-2, found to be safe and well tolerated in phase I clinical trials [21,22] 
It is presently being studied in a phase II placebo-controlled randomized clinical trial (NCT02550873).  

Currently, the field of regenerative medicine is utilizing first generation stem cell technology and therapies to treat IPF 
[23,24]. Additionally, autologous treatments rely on obtaining extremely rare viable mesenchymal stem cells (MSC) 
from the patient’s bone marrow or adipose tissue [25]. The problem inherent to any autologous cell source is cell 
quantity and donor variability. The safety concerns of using intravenous mesenchymal stem or stromal cells as a therapy 
is that these cells will become trapped in the pulmonary capillaries and cause micro-emboli and infarcts that can 
exacerbate the IPF. A second-generation regenerative medicine product has been developed and is currently in clinical 
use [26,27]. The Extracellular Vesicle Isolate Product (EVIP) is derived from bone marrow mesenchymal stem cells of a 
young healthy adult donor. The donor screening and testing was performed by a CLIA licensed laboratory for the 
presence of any virus or infective agents. The isolated bone marrow MSCs (bmMSCs) are fully characterized and have a 
master file recorded with the FDA. The EVIP is made using cGMP manufacturing methods to ensure the highest possible 
safety profile achievable and sterilization is achieved through ultrafiltration, not radiation to maintain bioactivity [28]. 
The bmMSC growth factors and EVs, including exosomes, are created using a proprietary process to maximize the 
numbers of anti-inflammatory and regenerative growth factors and RNAs. The EVs do not contain DNA or mitochondria. 
EVIP concentration and GF protein content is evaluated for each production lot to verify every product vial meets strict 
product release specifications. The EVIP product is currently being used intravenously under an FDA IND trial to treat 
COVID-19 associated ARDS (EXIT COVID-19) [29]. The acellular product contains over 1,000 different active GFs and 
cytokines and well over 30 billion extracellular vesicles per cc. The EVIP arrives frozen, to maintain bioactivity, which 
is then thawed to room temperature prior to use.  

This is a case report of a patient with a clinical diagnosis of IPF and treated with an IV infusion of XoFloTM EVIP. 

2. Case Study 

Patient is a 74-year-old white male diagnosed with IPF in November 2018. He was experiencing Shortness of Breath 
(SOB) when walking approximately 100 feet (from his home to his boat dock). He also noted extreme shortness of breath 
walking up a 30% incline and 25-30 feet from his home (to his mailbox). 

His initial oxygen saturation was in the high 70s to low 80s. A chest x-ray showed no acute cardiopulmonary changes. 
A high-resolution CT of the chest performed on November 28, 2018 showed mild emphysema thickening of the 
intralobular septa and ground glass opacities throughout both lungs consistent with a diagnosis of IPF. These findings 
were new compared to a CT previously performed on June 27, 2018 which showed only mild emphysema. The patient 
was placed on 4L/min of oxygen with improvement in oxygen saturations to 90%. Pulmonary function tests were also 
performed at that time and his forced expiratory volume in one second (FEV1 was 2.23 L. There was no improvement 
with the use of bronchodilators. He was placed on nintedanib (Ofev). 

In February of 2019 adipose tissue was harvested and processed for infusion of adipose derived stromal vascular 
fraction (SVF). At approximately 2 weeks following the infusion his oxygen saturations were approximately 92% on 
4L/min. He felt like he had less shortness of breath but still remained on 4L/min of oxygen. On August 7, 2019 the 
patient was given 2 cc of nebulized ExoFlo (Direct Biologics, Austin TX). He had repeat pulmonary function tests on 
November 4, 2019 with a slight improvement of his FEVl to 2.54 L. 

The patient noticed improvement after inhaled ExoFlo and returned to the office on May 20, 2020. At that time, he was 
given 10 cc of ExoFlo intravenously. He returned on August 16, 2020 and was given an additional 5 cc of XoFlo 
intravenously. Following this last treatment, he noted significant improvement of his shortness of breath.  
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3. Results and discussion 

Patient is a 74-year-old white male diagnosed with IPF in November 2018. He had extreme SOB with even small amounts 
of exertion. His room O2 was in the high 70’s. CT scanning was consistent with IPF.  

The patient was placed on 4L/min of oxygen with improvement in oxygen saturations to 90%. Pulmonary function tests 
were also done at that time and his FEV1 was 2.23 L. There was no improvement with the use of bronchodilators. He 
was placed on nintedanib (Ofev). 

In February of 2019 adipose tissue was harvested and processed for IV infusion of adipose Stromal Vascular Fraction 
(SVF). This treatment did not improve his O2 saturation. Because there was no improvement with the autogenous 
adipose SVF, on August 7, 2019 the patient was given 2 cc of nebulized XoFloTM. He had a repeat pulmonary function 
tests on November 4, 2019 with a slight improvement of his FEVl from 2.23 L on 11/28/18 to 2.54 on 10/4/19. 

The patient noticed improvement after inhaled XoFlo and returned to the office on May 20, 1920. At that time, he was 
given 10 cc of XoFlo intravenously. He returned on August 16, 1920 and was given an additional 5 cc of XoFlo 
intravenously. Following this last treatment, he noted significant improvement of his SOB. Follow up PFTs and high-
resolution CT scans show no progression of his IPF. His current O2 saturation are 95 to 97% on room air. He is clinically 
improved with dramatically less SOB. 

Idiopathic Pulmonary Fibrosis (IPF) is associated with serious morbidity and mortality. Acute exacerbations of IPF are 
associated with worsening symptoms, including breathlessness, decreased quality of life (QOL) and an accelerated loss 
of lung function [20, 21]. 

The persistence of inflammation is characteristic of IPF and it is plausible that EVs play a key role in IPF by reducing 
this inflammation [22,23]. IPF is induced by chronic exposure of the airway to irritants including cigarette smoke which 
leads to epithelial cell injury, destruction of pulmonary capillary vasculature, acceleration of epithelial cell senescence, 
and airway remodeling which results in the loss of lung function [20,21] Endothelial cell injury within the lung 
parenchyma is an important factor in emphysema and a group of endothelial-derived microparticles (EMPs) are 
increased in patients with stable COPD and during exacerbation. These EMPs contain vascular endothelial-cadherin, 
platelet endothelial cell adhesion molecule, and E-selectin. Importantly, the level of EMPs in stable IPF significantly 
correlated with lung destruction and airflow limitation. These results indicate the close relationship between 
endothelial lung injury and EMP function in the pathophysiology of IPF. 

Airway epithelial cell injury is also important in IPF pathogenesis. Injured lung epithelial cells are a source of 
inflammatory mediators such as TNF-α, IL-1β, GM-CSF, TGFβ, and CXCL-8 which may act in both autocrine and paracrine 
manners. TGFβ induces the remodeling of airway cells by regulation and promoting of myofibroblast differentiation 
which is the main cause of fibrosis development during airway remodeling. The level of TGFβ in the small airway 
epithelium of COPD patients is correlated with the severity of airway obstruction. The paracrine activity of these 
mediators is controlled, at least in part, by EV signals including exosomes [22,23]. 

As previously stated, Inflammation is a key pathological feature of the IPF process. For example, cytokines produced by 
macrophages and monocytes at the site of inflammation play a key role in atherogenesis and coronary heart disease. 
Proinflammatory biomarkers, such as cytokines, have been found in both chronic and acute pulmonary disease states, 
suggesting either a direct or facilitator role in the occurrence of the pathology. Multiple cytokines are produced during 
an inflammatory reaction. Cytokines contribute to inflammatory processes by activation of specific signal transduction 
mechanisms as well as the activation of other cell types. Cytokines are found extracellularly (in blood) and in interstitial 
compartments, where they can activate cells in an autocrine/paracrine fashion. It has been postulated that increased 
levels of cytokines influence and contribute to IPF by increasing the sensitization of nociceptors. When tissue is invaded 
or destroyed by pulmonary leukocytes during an inflammatory episode, several mediators such as interleukin-1 (IL-1), 
IL-6, IL-8 and tumor necrosis factor alpha (TNF-α) migrate to the site. Also included in these mediators are nerve growth 
factor and prostaglandins. All of these are causes of pulmonary inflammation [20-23]. 

Mesenchymal stem cells (MSCs) have many anti-inflammatory properties. In many types of pulmonary trauma, 
inflammatory conditions at the site of injury impede the natural repair processes by local progenitor and mature cells. 
MSCs assist via paracrine mechanisms and modulate the regenerative environment via anti-inflammatory and 
immunomodulatory mechanisms. In response to inflammatory molecules such as interleukin-1 (IL-1), IL-2, IL-12, tumor 
necrosis factor-α (TNF-α) and interferon-gamma (INF-γ), MSCs secrete an array of growth factors and anti-
inflammatory proteins with complex feedback mechanisms among the many types of immune cells. The key 
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immunomodulatory cytokines include prostaglandin E2 (PGE2), TGF-β1, HGF, SDF-1, indoleamine 2, 3-dioxygenase, IL-
4, IL-10, IL-1 receptor antagonist and soluble tumor necrosis factor-a receptor. MSCs prevent proliferation and function 
of many inflammatory immune cells, including T cells, natural killer cells, B cells, monocytes, macrophages and dendritic 
cells [24]. 

A characteristic of chronically inflamed environments is a persistent imbalance in the types of helper T cells and 
macrophages. MSCs indirectly promote the transition of TH1 to TH2 cells by reducing INF-γ and increasing IL-4 and IL-
10. The restored TH1/TH2 balance has been shown to improve tissue regeneration in cartilage, muscle and other soft 
tissue injuries, alleviate symptoms of autoimmune diseases and have an anti-diabetic effect. Similarly, reduction in INF-
γ and secretion of IL-4 promotes a shift in macrophages from M1 (pro-inflammatory, anti-angiogenic and tissue growth 
inhibition) to M2 (anti-inflammatory, pro-remodeling and tissue healing) type, an effect required for skeletal, muscular 
and neural healing and regeneration [24]. 

Undifferentiated MSCs express low to medium levels of human leukocyte antigen (HLA) Class I and low levels of HLA 
Class II to avoid recognition by the immune system. This property gives donor MSCs a so-called ‘stealth’ ability to go 
undetected by a host immune system in allogeneic therapies. However, Class I antigen is present at detectable levels 
and Class II antigen expression can be induced by INF-ɣ. Several cases of allogeneic MSC rejection and chronic immune 
responses have been reported in animal studies and human clinical trials. This entire problem would be avoided using 
only the mesenchymal stem cell Secretome, which includes proteins, peptides, glycosaminoglycans, proteoglycans, 
chemokines, cytokines and extracellular vesicles including exosomes collected from the conditioned growth media [24]. 

Currently, regenerative medicine is utilizing first generation technology. All current autogenous treatments rely on 
obtaining extremely small numbers of a viable mesenchymal stem cells from the patient’s own bone marrow or adipose 
tissue. The other allogeneic sources for the mesenchymal stem cell are perinatal, such as placenta, amniotic fluid or 
umbilical cord blood. All current therapies that rely on the delivery of living cells will be made obsolete by the 
extracellular vesicle isolate product (EVIP) [24].  

It has become increasingly understood by researchers and clinicians that the clinical efficacy of using mesenchymal 
stem cells for regenerative medicine is not dependent on the living cells but entirely on their paracrine release of growth 
factors (GFs) and EVs. The cells are not required. The future of regenerative medicine is the use of acellular signaling 
products. EVIP acellular signals derived from bone marrow MSCs provide a consistent product that has extensive 
characterization, which includes advanced particle analysis, proteomic evaluation and USP<71> sterility assurance. 
Thorough cytokine and growth factor identification and quantification has been performed on the EVIP. Think of EVIP 
acellular exosomes as a bio-pharmacological quality product that is consistent, standardized and quality tested 
regarding dose and biological activity [24]. 

4. Conclusions of Pulmonary Function Tests from 10/4/2019 

 Spirometry shows normal with no response to bronchodilators (this does not preclude the use of 
bronchodilators). 

 Improvement to bronchodilators in the small airways. 
 Diffusion capacity is found to be moderately reduced and is not corrected for hemoglobin. 
 Lung volumes show normal. 
 Airway resistance shows increased. 
 Flow volume loop shows expiratory loop obstruction with normal inspiratory loop. 
 Volume time curve shows good patient effort. 
 ABGs were not performed. 
 Improvement in FEVl on November 4, 2019 from 2.23 L to 2.54 L  

Compliance with ethical standards 

Statement of informed consent 

Informed consent was obtained from all individual participants included in the study. 
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